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Profile
Before settling on Front End Web Development for my career, I explored other possible
avenues, including Graphic Art, Game Development, Computer Animation, and a little bit
of Interactive Design. I love to learn new things and to be challenged in a way that causes
me to grow not just as a developer, but as a person, too.

Experience
FRONT-END WEB DEVELOPER, ARMCHAIR MEDIA; ATLANTA, GA — 2014-PRESENT

My job as a front-end web developer has been enriching and challenging in all of the right
ways. Working with a variety of clients, such as Coca-Cola and Georgia Pacific, I’ve gained
some experience with the CMS known as Kirby, gotten practice with implementing new
JavaScript/jQuery plugins, I’ve learned a lot about cross-browser support, and I’ve gotten
all kinds of wonderful experience working with SCSS, which has been a large part of what I
do. I’ve also had hands-on experience of collaborating with designers, as well as other
developers from other parts of the world, whether by way of Slack or phone conferences.
WEB DEVELOPMENT INTERN, ARMCHAIR MEDIA; ATLANTA, GA — 4 WEEKS

As an intern at Armchair Media, my tasks consisted of inserting content into clients’
website, creating webpages according to provided design comps, collaborating with most
of the staff almost daily, and occasionally writing JavaScript functions for various
webpages.
SUMMER GRAPHIC ART INTERN, WALGREENS CORPORATE; DEERFIELD, IL — 7/2011 - 9/2011

While interning at Walgreens Corporate, my duties included editing existing and
upcoming ads in InDesign, assisting in designing posters and ads, developing campaign
design strategies, and also helped create ideas for a logo for their new SPARK initiative.
VIA INTERN, DEPAUL UNIVERSITY; CHICAGO, IL — 12/2009 - 6/2011

As a graphic design intern for Vincentians In Action, I designed posters, logos, created
visual representations of certain conferences, designed Save-the-Date cards that were
distributed at the White House. I used Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator, & InDesign for most of
these tasks. I also filmed various conferences for online publication.

Education
The Creative Circus, Atlanta, GA — Interactive Development
DePaul University, Chicago, IL — Game Development/Computer Graphics & Motion
Technology, 2012

Skills
• HTML5 / CSS3
• SCSS/LESS
• SMACSS/BEM
• JavaScript & jQuery
• Git
• Build tools such as Gulp & Mixture
• Liquid template language
• HTML Email building/testing
• Browser and device testing and debugging
• Experience with Kirby & AEM CMS
• Adobe Photoshop, InDesign, & Illustrator
Also some experience with:
• PHP
• AngularJS
• AJAX

References
Scott Woelfel, Partner at Armchair Media
950 Joseph E Lowery Blvd, Suite 19, Atlanta, GA 30318
scott@armchairmedia.com
Nate Steiner, Director of Technology at Armchair Media
950 Joseph E Lowery Blvd, Suite 19, Atlanta, GA 30318
nsteiner@gmail.com

Other Hobbies & Fun Facts
• Certified Reiki master
• Plays piano
• Enjoys cartooning
• Made it into the top 8 finalists for The Voice of the Ocean
• Prolific writer (narrative, reflective, philosophical, poetry, screenplays)

